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Memo for the Record

Subject: ARRB Request/Questions

Documents Returned by ARRB, 4/30/96

1) # 1094-10012-10018 - Needs re-review
   Enclosure 4: released in full in 1992
   Enclosure 24: staff requested additional evidence/explanation why deletion
   Enclosure 28: same as 24

   Action: DO

2) # 104-10015-10234 - No blue highlighted copy

   Action: HRG (Hal) - Re-review and prepare for ARRB

3) # 104-10005-10292 - No 1993 NARA release

   Action: none, Documents was originally a DIF/no release copy
   Document ready to return to ARRB

4) # 104-10004-10124 - Can read thru "NARA" version

   Action: HRG (Joe/Bob) - check ORIS to see what went to NARA

The above 4 documents are due back to ARRB staff May 2, 1996

Other Questions

5) Are the following documents "consent releases"/what is their current status?
   12-10104 (box 16, vol 56)
   13-10169 (box 17, vol 4B)
   20-10042 (box 5, vol/folder 3)

   Action: HRG (Frank)

Barry